
Mentoring For Free Advertising Training

This training is a modification of what Steve Porter is doing as a result of what he has learned in 
the book, Network Marketing For Facebook by Jim and Marianne Lupkin and Brian Carter.

First, create a business page by being at your Newsfeed page. At the bottom left of this page, 
you will see “Create”. Click on “Page”.

Chose a category from one of the six “Types” available. I chose “Company, Organization or 
Institution”, then chose the category “Education”. You may find a category in one of the other 5 
options. So far, for what I am sharing with you, I doubt this matters. It would if you were buy 
Ads, but we are not spending any money.

After selecting the “Type” and “Category”. You’ll be asked to select a name for your business 
page. Then create it. 

Chose a theme and set up you page with a cover page and profile picture consistent with your 
theme.

Ask friends, who are not in Mentoring For Free to “Like” your newly created page.

Follow up with those who "liked" your page. (See the message below).

Contact the "friends" of the person who “Liked” your business page. (See message below. 
Again modify it to be yours.) Be selective. Only contact:

a. those who you can confirm they are creating an income from home.
b. they are at least 18 years of age.
c. they are in a country of your choice.

I’ll share with you a tip for saving quite a bit of time when messaging Friends of the “Liker”.

Go into your Facebook News Feed. Select anybody you see there. Click on their name.

Go up to the Facebook search box. It has the name of the person you just clicked on.

Add to the front of that person’s name “Friends of”. Then click the universal search symbol.

You see a list of 3 friends. Click on “See All”.  You’ll see a long list of Friends.

Put Your mouse pointer over any one of the names. Right click and select “Open link in a new 
Tab”.

Now click “Message”. Look for the “*” in the message that opened. Clicking on the “*” brings 
open a pull down. Select “Open In Messenger”. This is what you would click on when you are 
ready to send a message in the new Facebook Messenger. (See image next page.)



Here is a possible conversation one might have with the person who “Liked” your 
business page:

Thank you for “liking” my business page at _____________ (URL of your business page).

Lucy and I live in Alamogordo, NM

I share our training from my desktop and iPhone.

I’d love to hear from You.

Here is a possible conversation one might send in Facebook Messenger to each of the 
friends of the person who "liked" your business page:

Hi ,

_____ (your name) here.

The reason I am reaching out to You is because I am looking to engage with more people here 
in Facebook.

I noticed that You have a Facebook friend in ________ (person who “Liked” your business 
page).

I met ________ (first name of person who “Liked” your page) online after she/he "liked" my 
page, ___________ (address of your business page).

I'm just curious; do You know ________ (first name of person who “Liked” your page)?

Lucy and I live in Alamogordo, NM.

I share our training using my Desktop and iPhone. 

I’d Love to hear from You.
*******************************



When you are notified your request has been accepted, but they have not responded to your 
follow up message, here is what you might do:

Click on their name and compose a new message and say something like: 

Thank you _________ for accepting my invitation to connect with me here on Facebook 
messenger.

I’m just curious; what’s new with you?
*******************************



Possible ways to find common ground:

Thank you for liking my business page.

I see you are trying to create an income from home?

How is it going for you?

Not very good. Why not? Or It’s going fine.

I’m just curious; do you have mentors helping you free, forever?

I’m just curious; would it be okay if you had mentors helping you for free?

We (my global team and I) help people for free to help them make NWM work for them.

Why do we do it for free, because it is the right thing to do. 

We have a 4 step process to introduce new people into our training. Then we share our 9 
weekly calls with them. Again, all free forever.

I’m just curious; would it be okay for you to complete our 4 step training system? 

Step 1 is to download my ebook written by my good friend and personal mentor, Michael 
Dlouhy, titled Success In 10 Steps and read it.

Would it be okay to complete Step 1?

Would it be okay if I send a URL to you, so you can download it from me?

Yes.  Send the link

This is a perfect example of permission based marketing. Nobody can accuse you of spamming.

When someone responds to your message, your first goal should be to find common ground by 
asking and answering questions.

And, when someone shows interest in the training you are offering, you might ask the following 
questions: 

a. I'm just curious; would you like to be able to predict your success in any company?
b. I’m just curious; would you like to be able to attract anything and anyone you desire 

into your life.
c. I’m just curious; would you like to learn how to create an instant relationship with a 

total stranger in 2-3 minutes?
d. Use any explanation used in Richard Dennis’s March 14 training on Power Verbs. 


